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As the number of mobile device users increases rapidly and exceeds that of PC users by a large margin, conducting business and services over these mobile devices, also known as mobile commerce is becoming very attractive and is expected to drive the future development of electronic commerce. To tap the potential of mobile commerce, application providers, service providers, content providers, and technology providers have to work together to realize the future mobile commerce applications. In the process of conceptualizing and developing these applications, they have to be cognizant of the latest development in mobile commerce technology. Advances in Mobile Commerce Technologies serves as an introduction to mobile commerce with emphasis on both theory and application.     
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Biochemistry (2 volume set): The Chemical Reactions of Living Cells, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2003
An incomparable, up-to-date reference for basic biochemistry, associated chemistry, and underlying biological phenomena.     

       Biochemistry: The Chemical Reactions of Living Cells is a well-integrated, up-to-date reference for basic biochemistry, associated chemistry, and underlying biological phenomena. Biochemistry is a...
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Functional Thinking: Paradigm Over SyntaxO'Reilly, 2014

	
		If you’re familiar with functional programming basics and want to gain a much deeper understanding, this in-depth guide takes you beyond syntax and demonstrates how you need to think in a new way. Software architect Neal Ford shows intermediate to advanced developers how functional coding allows you to step back a level of...
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The Communications Handbook, Second Edition (Electrical Engineering Handbook)CRC Press, 2002
For more than six years, The Communications Handbook stood as the definitive, one-stop reference for the entire field. With new chapters and extensive revisions that reflect recent technological advances, the second edition is now poised to take its place on the desks of engineers, researchers, and students around the world.  From fundamental...
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Ending Spam: Bayesian Content Filtering and the Art of Statistical Language ClassificationNo Starch Press, 2005
Join author John Zdziarski for a look inside the brilliant minds that have conceived clever new ways to fight spam in all its nefarious forms. This landmark title describes, in-depth, how statistical filtering is being used by next-generation spam filters to identify and filter unwanted messages, how spam filtering works and how language...
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Social Commerce: Consumer Behaviour in Online EnvironmentsPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This timely edited collection offers a multidisciplinary perspective on social commerce, a phenomenon that has gained increasing interest over the last 8 years. Investigating how social media can be used to generate value for brands beyond customer relationship purposes, the skilled authors explore how social media users co-create...
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Hacking Photoshop CS2John Wiley & Sons, 2005
You think you know Photoshop? Wait until you see how these over-the-top hacks and mods bring out its hidden power! Create a workflow customized for your specific needs. Superimpose type in half the time. Make Bridge work for you. Hack Camera Raw and get even more from your images. Print your projects without losing precision. When you can command...
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